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                 A Far Away Magic 
                        by Amy Wilson 
                            
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by the Lovereading4kids 
members. 

 
Grace Phelan, age 10  
 
In my opinion this book is a 
fantastic novel filled to the brim 
with breathtaking moments that 
will intrigue any child so much that 
they won't put it down. 
 
Angel's parents have died in what was 
thought to be a burglary and has resulted 
in her moving in with Pete and Mary, her 
foster parents. Because of this outcome 
she has had to go to a new school where 
she meets a mysterious boy named Bavar 
who always seems to be hiding in the 
shadows. Angel is desperate to find out 
more about this interesting soul who is 
too scared to reveal his true identity. 
Angel's curiosity soon whisks her into a 
magical adventure fighting off raksasa's , 
keeping the barrier strong and closing 
the rift with her unearthly companion 

Bavar. I would definitely recommend this book to people who like adventure 
and mythical creatures. 
 
 
Bethany Urquhart, age 11 
  
A brilliant story full of brilliance! 
 
All the way through there are loveable and hateable characters. It's got quite an 
emotional side to it. It might be a bit hard for younger readers as the chapters 
alternate between points of view. The basic story line is a girl who's parents 
died and lives with foster parents, and a boy wit a heavy duty passed on from 



 

his ancestors. His parents are also dead and he lives with his aunt who's cakes 
"look like raw liver!" The story is for most people but ks2 to ks3 readers would 
like it most.  
 
 
Alexander Bisland, age 12 
 
Angel’s parents have died from a “violent burglary” but Angel knows that this 
isn’t true because she heard it; a magical beast! When she arrives at her new 
school, she meets a boy, called Bavar. He doesn’t quite fit in either! He is really 
tall and he is always trying to hide. He has a kind of magic about him… But is he 
really magic? Could this magic have killed Angel’s parents? Can Angel and 
Bavar stop a disaster like this again? Read the book to find out! I found this 
book a bit slow at the beginning but I wanted to carry on reading it. If you find 
it a bit slow too, carry on reading as you will really enjoy the ending! I 
recommend this book to 12-13 year olds who love magic and fairy 
tales. If you like Abi Elphinstone books, you’ll enjoy this book. I give 
it 5*.  
 
 
Emily Lonsdale, age 12 
 
This book is spell binding, a whimsical wonder of being unique and 
will tug your heart strings. I really enjoyed this book.  
 
Although I was bit sceptical about it to start with , once I had picked up on the 
basics , I found this book fun and interesting . It puts a interesting twist on 
common views  of magic and is very fast paced after the first few chapters . I 
think this book is a unique read suitable for readers 9+ as it gets scary in places.  
 
 
Charlie Dunn, age 10  
 
Magic, friendship and family - Angel and Bavar are two very 
different people who have to close the rift between our world and a 
magical land. It’s an uplifting adventure story of school friends.  
 
A far away magic is a great story, creating amazing imagery with lots of detail. 
When reading the novel I felt gripped by it, as if it leading me through their 
world. The two main characters are Bavar and Angel, they have many things in 
common but such different personalities. Bavar is a shy boy In the book, but as 
you read on i think he opens up to Angel and really becomes more interesting. 
Before Angel, Bavar would hide with his magic away from everyone. Also 
Bavar fights monsters, like his parents. One the things which  Bavar and Angel 
have in common is the loss of their parents. Bavar’s parents made a mistake 
when fighting those monsters leaving Bavar in charge of the house. Angel’s 
parents supposedly died in a burglary but she thinks it was magic. This is one of 



 

the ways Bavar and Angel become great friends. 
  
At the start I thought the book was slightly repetitive and covering the same 
things but as the story delved deeper it came back to life.The second half of the 
book had more action and would be enjoyed by more boys. I would aim the book 
10+ girls and some boys. Also I would rate this story 8/10 it was very enjoyable. 
  
My favourite thing about this book is a story like this could be going on right 
now we just haven’t noticed it yet. This book also reminds me of the saying don’t 
judge a book by it’s cover, in the first half of the book Bavar was described so 
small and useless but he cocoons into a butterfly showing his secrets and more 
of his personality. 
 
 
Aminah, age 12  
 
‘A Far Away Magic’ is one of the best books I have read all year. I loved 
Angel and all the characters and all the twists and turns. It was an adventure to 
read and I can't wait to read Amy Wilson's other books. It was a really great 
read! 
 
 
Seren, age 10 
 
It was amazing with lots of twists and turns - I couldn't put it down. 
 
‘A Far Away Magic’ is about a girl called Angel and a boy called Bazar. Angel 
has just moved after the death of her parents and Bazar is a mystery with a 
terrifying secret . When angel starts at a new school she notices Bazar although 
no one else can. She begins to explore his secrets and involves herself in 
something life threatening and if she survives she could never be the same 
again. I think this book is amazing and has lots of twists and turns. I could 
recommend this book to any one 8 or over. It flips back and forth between each 
character so you find out what happens from both points of view. It’s a mix of 
adventure and fantasy so both types of readers will enjoy. I really enjoyed 
reading this book and found myself guessing what would happen next as almost 
every chapter ended in a cliffhanger. 
 
 
Phoebe Allan 
 
Angel and Bavar couldn't be more different, yet their past and futures are in-
explicitly connected.  Whilst battling with loneliness, past demons and 
unexplained family tragedies, Angel and Bavar form an unlikely team who 
must put the mistakes of their families behind them, in order to protect their 
community from dangers they could never imagine. A beautifully written 
tale that shows that even in times of grief, sadness, despair and 



 

darkness, friendship and hope can bring you back to the light. Here's 
hoping Amy Wilson weaves more of her magic so that Angel and Bavar can 
return for another adventure together. A definite thumbs up! 
 
 
Mila humphryes, age 10  
 
You could never get more mysterious and magical. This book is about a 
girl called Angel and a shy boy called Bavar. Through the book they find out 
more and more about each other.  After a death, magic follows that was hidden 
deep inside Bavars heart. But Angel is determined to find out more about the 
magic in Bavar.  
 
My favourite character is Bavar because he hides so much power. Yet at school 
he's known as the shy giant. This heart warming story seems somewhat really 
real, all about magic and friendship. It showed me that no matter who you 
are,no matter who you are ,no matter what you do, there is always love.  
 
While I was reading this book I forgot about the real world. I felt like 
I became a character in the book. I could imagine them in there in 
my head. 
 
 
Aoibhe Churcher, age 11  
 
This was the first book I read of 2018 and it'll be hard to beat! 
  
‘A Far Away Magic’ is an amazingly written book. It tells a heart-warming tale 
of a young girl called Angel and an intriguing boy named Bavar. I would 
recommend this book because it is well written and the way things are 
described is great! 
 
Judith Smith, age 12  
 
This book is full of magic and mystery and interesting plot twists 
that will keep you on the edge of your seat. Definitely a good choice 
if you love fantasy stories. 
  
The characters personalities were really well developed as well as their 
descriptions. I had a clear image of the characters in my head of what they 
looked like and how they were feeling. I loved the contrast between Angel and  
Bazar because t made me think of a sort of Yin-Yang symbol. 
 
Kai Bryan, age 11 
 
This is a great fantasy/adventure story about a teenage boy and girl 
who go on an amazing adventure together. As the story starts to 



 

unravel it gets very exciting and makes you want to keep reading. 
  
‘A Far Away Magic’ is a great fantasy and adventure story about a teenage boy 
and girl who go on an amazing adventure together. The teenage girl, Angel, is 
on a search to unravel the truth behind the death of her parents. 
I found this book very interesting. Although I did find it a bit dull at the 
beginning as the story starts to unravel it gets very exciting and makes you 
want to continue reading to find out what happens next. 
 
 
Anya Fuller, age 10 
 
This book is full of magic, friendship, monsters and hope. It almost 
makes you believe they’re real…  
 
This book is about a boy called Bavar and a girl called Angel. Angel lives in a 
home with foster parents. Her parents were killed one night by some creature, 
but Angel hid and survived. She goes to her new school and meets a boy called 
Bavar, whom no-one else seems to be able to see. Bavar lives in a huge house 
which is full of magic. Bavar’s family wants him to fight monsters that come 
from another world, but Bavar is afraid of what he could become. Angel tries to 
help him, but now Bavar has both her AND the world to protect. 
 
This book is very clever in how it is laid out. Each chapter is either written from 
Bavar’s perspective or Angel’s perspective, but neither of them knows what the 
other one is thinking. 
 
This book is written in present tense, so it almost seems real. I thought that this 
was a really good feature because the reader can imagine them self, doing what 
the character writing at that moment is doing, thinking and feeling. 
This book is full of friendship, magic, monsters and hope. Angel and Bavar are 
both really good characters. I can tell that lots of people will enjoy this book, so I 
think that you should try it. I would recommend this book for 11+. 
 
 
Ross O'Gorman, age 11  
 
Magic, monsters and shadows from the past make this a book that's 
hard to put down. Two lonely teenagers, who both have secrets, 
gradually become friends and must together fight the darkness.  
 
Angel is still grieving for her dead parents and has to also deal with a new home 
and a new school. When she sees the extremely tall Bavar for the first time, she 
is instantly drawn to him, even though her initial impression is that he looked 
like a monster. He seemed to be able to shrink into himself but Angel could still 
him. She is portrayed as a very strong, determined character and is not afraid 
of the magic that seems to surround Bavar, as she senses that it is connected to 



 

her parents and how they died. Even when she enters the strangely creepy and 
magic filled gothic style house where he lives, she displays confidence and 
determination. Bavar is the keeper of the rift between worlds and has to stop the 
monsters that come through at night from escaping. However, he just wants to 
lead an ordinary life. Can Angel help him achieve his dream and can Bavar help 
her avenge the deaths of her parents? I would definitely recommend this book to 
anyone who enjoys a read that's a bit different, a tale of friendship with an eerie 
backdrop. 
 
 
Isabelle Jones, age 11 - Dormston Secondary School  
 
When a young girl called Angel moves to her new school, she meets an unusual, 
strange boy named Bavar who wants to remain hidden and unseen. She isn’t 
bothered about making new friends but she can’t help but want to find out why 
he’s so different and why he seems to have a kind of magic about him.  
 
Bavar wants nothing more than to be normal and not fight, but he and Angel 
soon discover they must work together to fix the rift between the two worlds 
before there’s even more danger. 
 
This book is mysterious, gripping and lets your imagination run 
wild with its deep and dark storyline.  Its magical twists engage you and 
it’s hard to put the book down as it makes you what to keep reading. You will 
get really engrossed and feel involved in the story.  
 
I would rate this book 6/10 and think fans of books like ‘Harry Potter’ would 
most likely enjoy it. Elements of the book, especially the beginning, were quite 
confusing but the story soon begins to unravel and make sense.   Some younger 
readers may find some parts of the plot disturbing or scary so for these reasons 
I would recommend this book to readers aged 11 years and over.   
   
 
 


